PAIN-02: Multimodal Analgesia

**Measure Time Period:**
- Preop Start determined by the Preop Start Phenotype to Anesthesia
- Anesthesia End determined by the Anesthesia End Phenotype.

**Measure Time Period:**
- All patients: Age < 18 years
- ASA 5 & 6 including Organ Procurement

**Did patient have at least one non-opioid adjunct during the measure time period?**

- Exclude
- Pass

**Exclude**

- Did patient have any excluded procedures or CPT codes?

- Exclude

**Exclude**

- Was patient manually ventilated during the measure time period?

- Exclude

**Exclude**

- Was Extubation Time prior to Anesthesia End?

- Yes
- No

**Exclude**

- Was MPOG concept 50380 'Emergence – ETT in place, patient manually ventilated' documented during measure time?

- Exclude

**Exclude**

- Were sedation medications infusions continued after anesthesia end?

- Yes
- No

**Exclude**

**Excluded Procedures:**
- Bronchoscopy
- Central Line Placement (CPT: 00532)
- Diagnostic Imaging Procedures
- ECT
- Endoscopy
- Eye Procedures (CPT: 00103, 00140, 00142, 00144, 00145, 00147, 00148)
- Intubation Only
- Lumbar Puncture (CPT: 00635)
- Obstetric procedures determined by Obstetric Anesthesia Type
- Open Cardiac procedures determined by Procedure Type: Cardiac
- Otoscopy (CPT: 00124)
- Pain Management Only (CPT: 01990, 01991, 01992, 01999)
- Rooms tagged as ‘Radiology – Interventional Radiology’
- Rooms tagged as ‘Other – offsite anesthesia’
- TEE/Cardioversions

**Excluded Procedures:**

- Local Anesthetic Considerations: Captured through administration of medications with text including "same" via medication routes not including: 2051 Intranasal
- 2058 InLaryngeal
- 2059 Intravesical
- 2064 Intranasal

**LOCAL ANESTHETIC**

- EMLA Cream
- Local infiltration medication
- 1% 0.9% MDE – Local infiltration of surgical site by surgical team

Volumes of < 3 ml are not considered

- Local anesthesia noted "MDE – Local infiltration of surgical site by surgical team" (05-0046) are also considered.

**Regional/Trendelenburg Block** to be determined by the Peripheral Nerve Block and Anesthesia Technique: Tracheal Intubation, local phlebotomy, sedation, documentation considered from Preop Start through PACU final.